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California Energy Commission

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Introduce yourself.Some quick housekeeping for those at the Energy Commission:Restrooms are out the door and to either the left or right here in the atriumFood and drink kiosk is available on the second floor just off the atriumIn case of an emergency we will exit the building through the front doors and reconvene in Roosevelt Park across the street



Agenda
• Measure Proposal Template and the 2022 Energy Code Update

o Background
o Purpose
o The 2022 Energy Code Update

• Template Section Review
o Measure Description
o Market Analysis
o Energy Savings
o Life Cycle Cost and Cost-Effectiveness
o First Year Statewide Impacts
o Proposed Revisions to Code Language
o Executive Summary
o References and Other Research
o Appendices

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ll handle questions in stages - at the end of the major sections. Online questions will be taken after questions from those present.Section Review will be somewhat out of order for reasons that will become obvious.⤯䴨䐺㈰ㄹ〴㈵〹㐶ㄷⴰ㜧〰�



Background

• Released to the public for the first time 
during the 2016 Energy Code update cycle

• Undergone multiple iterations over the 
2016 and 2019 Energy Code update 
cycles

• Downloadable here: 
https://www.energy.ca.gov/title24/participat
ion.html

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Historically, the Energy Commission has worked with the Codes and Standards Enhancement (CASE) Team to develop new Energy Code measures. Beginning with the 2016 development cycle, the Energy Commission made the Measure Proposal Template available to the public through our website .During the 2019 cycle we received our first non-CASE Team measure proposal, and that measure was substantially adopted as part of the 2019 Energy Code.[Follow link to page and demonstrate what files are available there]

https://www.energy.ca.gov/title24/participation.html


Purpose
• Measure Proposals are Foundational 

Documents
o Meets Our Basic Statutory Requirement to Show 

Cost Effectiveness
o Provides Necessary Research and 

Documentation Supporting Purposed Changes to 
the Energy Code

o Necessary to Finalize Key Components of the 
Rulemaking Package:
 Fiscal and Economic Impact Report (Form 399)
 Environmental Impact Analysis
 Nine Point Criteria

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Might seem strange to talk about the purpose of this but its important to understand the broader context of why the Template is the way it is.



2022 Energy Code Cycle
• Things to consider before beginning:

o Energy Commission bandwidth constraints 
are real

o Reach out to the appropriate Subject Matter 
Expert(s) before starting

o Shifting focus from residential to nonresidential 
and multifamily buildings

o Expanding focus to include de-carbonization
o Get key data sets for the analysis
o Submission doesn’t guarantee adoption

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is list of critical things to keep in mind before starting to develop a measure proposal for the Energy Commission.Energy Commission is more constrained not only in staff but also in contractor technical support than in past code development cyclesThe next slide will provide some additional information on this.We’ve reached or nearly reached the accepted version of the 2020 Residential ZNE goal and are now more focused on reaching our 2030 Nonresidential goal and addressing multifamily building issues.The Energy Commission is proposing to move to a new metric or combination of metrics for Energy Code compliance that will more closely align the Building Energy Efficiency Standards with the state’s climate change goals and objectives. Staff intends to hold workshops on this in May and June. Once the new metric(s) is established we will update the Measure Proposal Template and integrate the new metric(s) into the 2022 CBECC research versionThe key data sets for the 2022 Energy Code update are available through the Public Participation page on our website.This is not unusual. Working with the CASE Team, we begin with long lists of potential measures then whittle those down substantially. Occasionally, even well developed measures can be jettisoned late in the process. Should also emphasize that independent submitters need to take care not to rely on proprietary technology.



The 2022 Energy Code Cycle 
Subject Matter Experts

• Payam Bozorgchami – Project Manager, Envelope
• Haile Bucaneg – Demand Response, Process Systems
• Maziar Shirakh – Metrics, advisor
• Larry Froess – ACM Lead, Mechanical assistance
• Ronald Balneg – Nonresidential and High-Rise Mechanical Systems
• Thao Chau – Demand Response (backup), Load Management, Lighting
• Simon Lee – Lighting
• Cheng Moua – Low-Rise Residential and Multifamily Mechanical Systems
• Danny Tam - Water Hearing, Solar PV and Water Heating, Storage, All Electric Buildings
• Gabriel Taylor – Healthcare Facilities, Local Ordinances
• Robert Hudler – Compliance Options, Envelope, Water Heating
• Dee Anne Ross – Residential ACM
• Michael Shewmaker – Documents, Envelope
• Alexis Smith – Documents
• RJ Wichert – Nonresidential and Residential ACM 

• Email Convention at the Energy Commission:  firstname.lastname@energy.ca.gov

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For those of you who are not familiar with whichever subject matter expert might be the correct one for your proposed measure, the email address convention for the Energy Commission is . . .



2022 Energy Code Cycle
• We are actually in 2022 pre-rulemaking at this moment

• Full Schedule 
https://www.energy.ca.gov/title24/2022standards/preru
lemaking/2022_StandardsUpdate_schedule.pdf

2022 STANDARDS UPDATE SCHEDULE
ESTIMATED DATE ACTIVITY OR  MILESTONE

November 2018 – April 2019 Updated Weather Data Files
November 2018  - July 2019 Metric Development
November 2018 - July 2019 Measures Identified and Approved

April 24, 2019 Present the Efficiency Measure Proposal Template for public to submit measures
May 23, 2019 Compliance Metrics and Climate Data workshop
June 12, 2019 Final Metric Workshop

July 2019 Research Version of CBECC Available with new weather data files and updated 
compliance metric

February 2019 - March 2020 Utility-Sponsored Stakeholder Workshops
March 2020 All Initial CASE/PUBLIC Reports Submitted to Commission

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you have not already begun working on your measure proposal(s) for the 2022 Energy Code you should plan to do so ASAP. This is just a clip from a larger schedule outline for the 2022 Standards.This is the link to the full draft schedule we currently have posted.[Stop here for questions]

https://www.energy.ca.gov/title24/2022standards/prerulemaking/2022_StandardsUpdate_schedule.pdf


Section Reviews

• Things to note before we continue:
o The Measure Proposal Template includes 

extensive instructions in yellow highlighted 
text

o The Template also includes examples in 
green highlighted text

o You’ll need to do extensive revisions to the 
template but don’t drop sections - if they are 
not applicable indicate that

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I will not be showing you how to fill out the template since that’s what the instructions in the template are designed to do. I’ll be discussing the important areas and main areas of concern in each section [Pull up the measure proposal template]⤯䴨䐺㈰ㄹ〴㈵〹㐶㌶ⴰ㜧〰�



Measure Description

• Provides and overview of the proposed 
measure
oHistory 
o Summary of the Proposed Changes
oRegulatory Context
oCompliance and Enforcement Considerations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Difference between this and the Executive Summary is that this section essentially provides background and context while the Executive Summary should wrap up everything in the body of the Report into a concise, readable package.[PLACEHOLDER][PLACEHOLDER][PLACEHOLDER][PLACEHOLDER]



Market Analysis
• Frequently the weakest part of a Measure 

Proposal
• Not the traditional market analysis many of 

you may be familiar with as a consumer
• Driver for this is the Form 399 and 

Department of Finance’s acceptance of it so 
take a cue from 
https://efiling.energy.ca.gov/GetDocument.as
px?tn=223071-2&DocumentContentId=27673

• Be explicit / transparent about your 
assumptions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why? Because you are likely not market analysts.Traditional in the market-asset-valuation sense. Most commercial appraisals include a market analysis or market assessment as a cornerstone of the valuation. This market analysis is more akin to a market analysis for a new product.[Open the document to show its available for review] This document was acceptable to the DOF and contains extensive assumptions and extrapolations based on those assumptions.This last bullet is a rule that you should follow throughout the process of developing your measure proposal. Don’t leave staff scratching their heads about what you did and why you did what you did.

https://efiling.energy.ca.gov/GetDocument.aspx?tn=223071-2&DocumentContentId=27673


Energy Savings

• Arguably 1st or 2nd most critical section
• Estimated by CBECC modeling . . . if at all 

possible
• Use the “2022 research version” of 

CBECC
• For electric space or electric water heating 

measures use the “all electric” baseline

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our enabling statute is focused on energy conservation. This section directly feeds into the costs and savings section that follows since cost savings from reduced energy consumption is the key component in determining cost effectiveness.Some measures can’t be effectively CBECC modeled – anything not normally included in modeling a building. Some examples: hardscape lighting; advertising lighting; exterior lighting; sash triggers or ventilation hoods, etc.This is something we should have available for users by Q3 or at absolute latest Q4 of this year.The “all electric” baseline should be used for those two measures but for all other measures the mixed fuel baseline is used.



Energy Savings

• For single family residential buildings we 
have two prototypes
o 2100 sq ft single story single family prototype
o 2700 sq ft two story single family prototype

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You’ll need to model the proposed measure for both prototypes. The 2100 sq ft single story is assumed to be 45% of the newly constructed market and the 2700 sq ft two-story single family home is assumed to be 55%.



Energy Savings

• For multifamily buildings we have four 
prototypes
o Low-Rise Garden (2 story, ~7300 sq ft)
o Loaded Corridor (3 story, ~39000 sq ft)
oMid-Rise Mixed-Use (1 commercial + 4 

residential stories, ~113000 sq ft)
oHigh-Rise Mixed-Use (1 commercial + 9 

residential stories, ~125000 sq ft)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You’ll need to model each of the buildings your measure will impact. The second and third prototypes listed are new and the the Low-Rise and High-Rise prototypes have been or will be updated in the 2022 research versions of CBECC.  Recommended weights for these prototypes (in most situations) are 4%, 33%, 58% and 5%.



Energy Savings
• For nonresidential buildings we have 14 prototype buildings:

o Small Office (1 story; ~5K sq ft)
o Medium Office (3 story; ~53K sq ft)
o Large Office (12 story + basement; ~500K sq ft)
o Stand Alone Retail (1 story; ~24K sq ft)
o Large Retail (1 story; ~240K sq ft)
o Strip Mall (1 story; ~9K sq ft)
o Ground Floor of a Mixed Use Bldg. (1 story; ~9K sq ft)
o Small Restaurant (1 story; ~2.5K sq ft)
o Small Hotel (4 story; ~42K sq ft)
o Warehouse (1 story; ~50K sq ft)
o Small School (1 story; ~24K sq ft)
o Large School (2 story; ~210K sq ft)
o Parking Garage for Mixed Use Analysis (5 story; ~53K sq ft)
o Laboratory (Educational) (3 story; ~53K sq ft)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You’ll need to model each of the buildings your measure will impact.All of these prototypes are available as files in CBECC-Com.



Life Cycle Cost and Cost 
Effectiveness

• Also arguably the 1st or 2nd most critical 
section

• Energy savings feeds directly into this 
section

• Benefit steams vary based on the type of 
measure being proposed

• Installation and maintenance 
costs/savings are included

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Overarching message for this section is be reasonable (or even conservative) and transparent in your assumptions.Our enabling statue also requires that measures we adopt be “cost effective, when taken in their entirety, and when amortized over the economic life of the structure when compared with historic practice.”Energy savings is the primary source of “benefits” in the analysis of most measures.Residential measures are assumed to have a 30-year cost and benefit lifespan. Nonresidential measures are assumed to have a 15-year cost and benefit lifespan for mechanical systems, and a 30-year cost and benefit lifespan for envelope measures. [Placeholder]



Life Cycle Cost and Cost 
Effectiveness

• For the past several cycles we’ve relied on 
the Time Dependent Valuation (TDV) of 
energy to determine cost effectiveness 
and set the energy budgets of buildings

• For the 2022 Energy Code we will be 
relying on a revised version of TDV that 
also emphasizes carbon reduction

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As a key to determining cost effectiveness, TDV is an integral part of the building energy efficiency standardsWe intend to have a final 2022 Energy Code TDV report by the end of third quarter of this year, and a 2022 Energy Code Research Version of CBECC available by the end of the third quarter of this year as well. [Pull up the latest version of the TDV report and show the location of the LCC section]



Life Cycle Cost and Cost 
Effectiveness

• Key Pieces are Tables 8 - 10
• Table 8 is a new requirement reflecting 

Department of Finance’s request to provide 
nominal dollar impacts

• Table 9 provides similar information as Table 
4 except that the data is net present value 
discounted using our 3% discount rate

• Table 10 provides the benefit cost summary 
and ratio of the measure by climate zone

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All of this section is critical, but these are the most important pieces. This is a new addition to the Template and this data will only be used for the purposes of the Fiscal and Economic Impact report.We are still using this data to determine cost effectiveness so it is critical. We do restrict/modify/curtail measures based on climate zone cost effectiveness.Use the discounted benefits to costs in this table.



First Year Statewide Impacts

• Feeds most directly into our Environmental 
Impact Report 

• Statewide first year electricity, natural gas, 
peak electrical demand reduction, and net 
present value energy cost savings

• Statewide greenhouse gas emissions 
reductions

• Statewide water use impacts, materials 
impacts and other identified non-energy 
impacts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Typically (pretty much always) a negative declaration. This section is more often than not just a repackaging of the per unit data that you’ve derived in previous sections, into statewide impact calculationsYou should have derived per-unit calculations for all of these so its just a matter of aggregating them up to a calculated statewide impact. We’ll discuss this further in Appendix C later in the presentation.If your measure has no expected water use impacts a simple one-sentence statement indicating so is sufficient. We’ll discuss this further in Appendix B later in the presentation. Regarding materials we’re mostly interested in materials with an toxic environmental impact or materials that require a significant energy inputs. And you should feel free to discuss any non-energy related impact you think is worth noting here. 



Proposed Revisions to Code 
Language

• Section has been slightly updated for the 
2022 Energy Code by adding minor 
clarifications regarding marked up 
language for all relevant sections of the 
Alternative Calculation Method (ACM) 
manual

• Added a related Appendix D requirement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This section generally deals with the proposed code language as well as compliance - the ACM and Compliance Manuals and Forms.We’ll discuss Appendix D later in the presentation.⤯䴨䐺㈰ㄹ〴㈵〹㐷ⴰ㜧〰�



Executive Summary

• This is the first section in the Template and 
the last section you should complete

• If it doesn’t exist in the other sections of 
the Template it shouldn’t be here

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Keep in mind that while Commission Staff will read past this section and go to the work in major sections of the measure proposal, many people may not read past this summary. So be clear and concise.[Placeholder]



References and Other 
Research

• Be thorough in documenting all of the 
research that went into the Measure 
Proposal

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Its not usual for Measure Proposals with more organized opposition to get into a reference or research “war” so be prepared to defend the quality of your research and/or refences should it come to that.



Appendices
• Appendix A has been updated and now 

contains the most recent data available for:
o FCZ to BSCZ Conversions
o Existing and Newly Constructed Housing
o Existing and Newly Constructed Nonresidential 

square footage
• You can download the Excel version of the 

data used in this example at 
https://www.energy.ca.gov/title24/participation
.html

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Placeholder][Show them the data set]⤯䴨䐺㈰ㄹ〴㈵〹㐷ㄹⴰ㜧〰�

https://www.energy.ca.gov/title24/participation.html


Appendices

• Appendix B and C have been updated 
oMaterial in these appendices are relevant to 

the Environmental Impact Report
o Both appendices have been updated for 

consistency with the methodology used in the 
2019 EIR

o Appendix C has also been revised to remove 
some contradictory provisions regarding 
calculating embedded energy in water

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The EIR is a critical piece of the Energy Code rulemaking and requires its own separate rulemaking and comment period.[Placeholder][Placeholder]



Appendices

• Appendix D has been added 
oConcerns requirements for a California 

Building Code Compliance (CBECC) software 
specification 
 Describe the information needed by the CBECC 

development team to implement changes to the 
compliance software

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This new appendix was added to address concerns regarding implementing the proposed measures through CBECC. Form this appendix we recommend authors reach out to Bruce Wilcox for any help they might need. Contact us if you need Bruce’s contact information.That finished the review of the Template itself.



What to Expect Post Measure 
Submission

• Depends on your timing
• Be prepared to answer questions, show 

your data and calculations and potentially 
make changes to your proposal based on 
staff and public feedback

• Submission of a measure proposal 
does not equal acceptance of that 
proposal

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I almost titled this slide “Don’t Expect Whatever You’re Expecting”  In order to get your Measure Proposal considered for the 2022 Energy Code update you’ll need to match the CASE Team’s schedule as closely as you can. Right now the CASE Team is just starting its Stakeholder Meeting process. The Energy Commission is expecting to hold pre-rulemaking publicly-attended staff workshops on proposed measures beginning in the spring of 2020.  By that point we will need “finalized” or “substantially finalized” proposals. Submissions that are too late in the process will likely only be considered for the 2025 Energy Code update.Understand the implications entering into a public process as well as the implications of public comments. When the Energy Commission submits a package to the California Building Standards Commission it  includes a response to every comment received during the rulemaking phase. However, the Energy Commission also tracks and develops responses to comments made during the pre-rulemaking phase on the theory that any comment made during pre-rulemaking that is not considered and addressed will simply be reiterated during the rulemaking. The implications of this is that you need to be prepared to be transparent about what you’ve done, provide additional information when requested, do additional analysis when requested, and generally be responsive to feedback. This can occur throughout the process up until approval by the Energy Commission (and possibly beyond that). Be prepared to find that your proposal does not make it into the Energy Code – at least for 2022 and perhaps even beyond that. You need to be prepared to accept that you may spend significant resources and still not get your proposal accepted.



Any questions you don’t think of now you can submit later to me at:
Adrian Ownby

adrian.ownby@energy.ca.gov

Comments or suggestions for changes to Measure Proposal Template 
can be made through our online docket visit: 

https://efiling.energy.ca.gov/Ecomment/Ecomment.aspx?docketnumber=19-
BSTD-03, which links to the comment page for this docket. Select or enter a 

proceeding to be taken to the “Add Comment” page. Enter your contact 
information and a comment title describing the subject of your comment(s). 

Comments may be included in the “Comment Text” box or attached in a 
downloadable, searchable Microsoft® Word (.doc, .docx) or Adobe® Acrobat®

(.pdf) file. Maximum file size is 10 MB. 

Questions and Answers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Other methods of submitting comments are found in the published Notice for this workshop.

mailto:adrian.ownby@energy.ca.gov
https://efiling.energy.ca.gov/Ecomment/Ecomment.aspx?docketnumber=19-BSTD-03
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